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Truth, it is something we all want to believe exists, it is also something that often eludes us. Imagine for a
moment, that beyond Earth, intangible forces direct events as if humans were mere puppets on strings. Now
imagine, that the prophecy of a man returning as the savior of our planet is false, but that the redeemer is
already here embodied in a dog. Moon Shadow is that special canine. Chosen by the guardians of the Crystal
plane, Moon Shadow is the light to a greater truth.
Teaming up with Feather, a rookie guardian angel, the two form a partnership to do battle against the evil
forces of the Obsidian plane. Moon Shadow’s journey takes her from the hell of a puppy mill, to life with a
neglectful and abusive family, before eventually finding freedom on the streets of a Midwestern city. After a
brief taste of independence, she is captured. Her captor is a scarred and despicable man, but when she uses her
new found powers to save his soul, she knows that her path of destiny has started. However, Feather runs into
trouble. Entranced by a rogue angel called Simon, the naïve spirit loses sight of her mission. Eventually
learning of his wicked ways, she tries to expose his lies, as well as keep Moon Shadow safe. It is the beginning
of a saga pitting good against evil. Moving through time and space with loads of exciting characters, ranging
from the quirky squirrels, Bob and Earl, the sinister minion Zoot, his evil boss Slag, to the enlightened Creator
Harmony, “Moon Shadow and the Keeper of the Canines” is the quintessential wake up call for humanity.

